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After downloading the soft documents of this Wish: 1 (Faerieground) By Beth Bracken, you can begin to
review it. Yeah, this is so satisfying while somebody must read by taking their huge books; you are in your
brand-new means by just manage your gizmo. Or perhaps you are operating in the office; you can still utilize
the computer system to review Wish: 1 (Faerieground) By Beth Bracken totally. Of course, it will not
obligate you to take several web pages. Merely web page by web page depending upon the moment that you
need to check out Wish: 1 (Faerieground) By Beth Bracken

From School Library Journal
Gr 4–8—Plot, premise, and artistic presentation are the strengths of this riveting fantasy. Best friends Soli
and Lucy both give their distinct persepectives of the events that transpire in the forested Faerieground. The
authors weave a compelling tale of adventure and friendship in alternating chapters, accentuated with the
ongoing suspense of a numinous quest that frequently tests the strength and character of these relatable
protagonists. Soli must rescue Lucy from the hands of an evil Queen after she hastily wishes her friend away
during an argument. Each girl discovers secrets about Faerieground and the roles they are destined to play.
Pen-and-ink drawings, enhanced with digital painting and photography, draw readers into this magical
kingdom where a battle for freedom, life, and love ensues. The stunning realism of the illustrations provides
an ironic and vivid visual backdrop for this charming coming-of-age narrative.—Magdaline Henderson-
Diman, formerly at Bass Harbor Memorial Library, Bernard, ME

About the Author
Odessa Sawyer is an illustrator from Santa Fe, New Mexico. She works mainly in digital mixed media,
utilizing digital painting, photography, and traditional pen and ink. Odessa's work has graced book covers
from many top publishing houses, and she has also done work for various film and television projects,
posters, and album covers. Highly influenced by fantasy, fairy tales, fashion, and classic horror, Odessa's
work celebrates a whimsical, dreamy and vibrant quality.

Beth Bracken's books have been translated into multiple languages, and her picture books have won the 2011
Creative Child Award; the 2012 Eric Hoffer Book Award Grand Prize; and the 2013 Mom's Choice Gold
Award. She lives in Minneapolis, Minnesota, with her husband, Steve, and their children. When she's not
reading, writing, or editing books, Beth spends most of her time knitting endlessly while watching reruns of
old TV shows and drinking lots of tea.

Kay Fraser is from Buenos Aires. She left home at eighteen and moved to North Dakota?basically the exact
opposite of Argentina. These days, she lives in Minneapolis, designs books, writes, makes tea for her
husband, and drives her daughters to their dance lessons.
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everybody has their own reason needs to review some books Wish: 1 (Faerieground) By Beth Bracken
Primarily, it will certainly associate with their necessity to obtain understanding from the book Wish: 1
(Faerieground) By Beth Bracken and intend to review merely to obtain amusement. Books, tale e-book, as
well as various other enjoyable publications become so prominent today. Besides, the clinical e-books will
additionally be the ideal factor to select, particularly for the students, instructors, medical professionals,
business owner, as well as other professions which enjoy reading.

The benefits to take for reviewing the books Wish: 1 (Faerieground) By Beth Bracken are concerning boost
your life top quality. The life quality will certainly not simply concerning how significantly knowledge you
will acquire. Also you check out the enjoyable or enjoyable publications, it will aid you to have boosting life
top quality. Feeling fun will lead you to do something completely. Additionally, guide Wish: 1
(Faerieground) By Beth Bracken will provide you the driving lesson to take as a great reason to do
something. You might not be useless when reading this publication Wish: 1 (Faerieground) By Beth Bracken
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to review. Nowadays, the online book Wish: 1 (Faerieground) By Beth Bracken is concerning give simplicity
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Bracken in this short article will give you much better option. Yeah, on the internet publication Wish: 1
(Faerieground) By Beth Bracken is a type of electronic e-book that you can enter the link download offered.
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Two friends, torn apart. Soli and Lucy argue, and then Lucy disappears, taken by the faeries who live in the
forest near their homes. Can Soli save her friend, even if it means facing the biggest dangers she's ever
experienced?
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Most helpful customer reviews

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
WISHES HAVE COST! FAST PACED AND SURE TO PLEASE YOUNG READERS..



By My Book Addiction and More
FAERIEGROUND: WISH by Beth Bracken & Kay Fraser is a fast paced Young readers,ages 10-14 read
with beautiful illustrations. First in the "Faerieground" series. Step into Willow Forest,make a wish and end
up in Faerieground. Wishes may come true but at what cost,nothing is free so two young girls will learn.
Filled with action,magic,friendship,growing up,love,and the power of wishes.Follow Soli and Lucy on an
adventure of a lifetime. Ask yourself this question, what would you do for a friend? Young readers are sure
to enjoy "Faerieground: Wish". I know I did and hope to read the next installment. Received for an honest
review from the publicist.
RATING: 5
HEAT RATING: NONE(YOUNG READERS,AGES 10-14)
REVIEWED BY: AprilR, My Book Addiction and More/My Book Addiction Reviews

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
The illustrations will take your breath away!
By The Write Edge
When a pair of best friends has a make-or-break disagreement, they try to sort out their differences.
Unfortunately the friend who feels wronged utters a momentary urge--an expression of anger--and
everything changes when the other friend disappears. The friend who made the wish realizes her mistake and
decides to do what she can to bring her friend back, even if that means facing issues of her past. Authors
Beth Bracken and Kay Fraser offer young adult readers this tale on a canvas of lush illustrations by the
incredibly talented Odessa Sawyer in Wish, the first book in the "Faerieground" series.

Best friends Soli (short for Soledad) and Lucy have known one another their entire lives. Soli hides behind
Lucy's bravado and popularity; she is the shadow to Lucy's light. Lucy accepts her role as Soli's protector
and the leader, and yet both girls have recently started chafing under their self-applied labels. They're content
to keep those labels for the moment. But then Soli meets a boy she likes. And Lucy kisses him.

Lucy half regrets the private moment, but only half. Still, she tries to apologize to Soli, and Soli refuses to
accept her apology. To get away from Lucy Soli runs into the woods--the same woods that rumors say
houses fairies. The same woods where Lucy knows wishes come true. Any wishes, even if the person
wishing doesn't possess full understanding of the outcome of the wish. Lucy follows Soli, and Soli wishes
Lucy was gone. Suddenly, without warning, Lucy disappears. And Soli realizes she has made a terrible
mistake. When she tries to follow Lucy, Soli learns that her wish has set into motion a series of events that
connect her to her mysterious past--and a future she could never have imagined.

Authors Bracken and Fraser don't bombard their readers with dozens of details on Soli and Lucy's lives. In
fact, the authors tell the girls' story with a minimal amount of words. Some readers might wish for more
information, but many others will appreciate the sparse language. Using fewer words allows readers to sink
into illustrator Odessa Sawyer's incredible portraits throughout the story.

Sawyer has worked hand in hand with the authors and truly brought the story to life. Readers will enjoy the
full impact of the lyrical quality of the words thanks to the illustrations that demand attention. On first glance
the illustrations appear simple, but a closer look reveals the layers of detail that Sawyer has built into each
page. From the whimsical double-page spread of a look at the faerie ground to the solemn portrait of Soli
discovering she holds a jar of fireflies to the vivid climax toward the end of Soli accepting her fate, Sawyer
draws readers into the novel and heightens its dramatic and emotional impact.

This reviewer highly recommends this book for all readers 10 and up. Anyone who enjoys fantasy will
appreciate the artistry of this first "Faerieground" installment, and this reviewer certainly looks forward to



future segments of the story.

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
Short Entertaining, Read
By Elizabeth
3.5 Stars

Wish: Faerieground is the first book on a series of four about Soli and Lucy. I enjoyed it.

Lucy is light, while Soli is dark. They are thirteen, best friends and complete opposites. They have played in
the woods all their lives; it's their secret shortcut, even though Lucy's mom has warned them to not go there.
One day, Soli makes a wish that has rather big repercussions.

Beautiful art!
This is the start of their adventure, as they encounter very different fates while in Faerieground. These faeries
are not the Tinker Bell type, they are quite scary and mean. Especially Queen Calandra, she is awful.

At the end, Lucy and Soli turned out to be good friends and look out for each other, trying hard to do
everything possible to overcome the mess they got themselves into. Kheelan is also a faery, but he seems to
be a good one and he took an instant liking to Soli. Since the book is not lengthy, the characters were a little
hard to get to know, mainly because we are told about them and their relationship, instead of shown, for
instance by the use of flashback or dialogue.

Faerieground is really easy to read and it's short. In fact, I found it too short, but I understand that more is to
come in the series. The story is told from alternating points of view, in the first person from Lucy and Soli's
perspective. The plot is simple and a bit predictable, but I'm eager to see what happens next. One of the best
things about the book is the amazingly beautiful illustrations. Overall, Wish: Faerieground is a short,
entertaining read.

About the cover: The cover is really pretty, as are all the illustrations in the book.

See all 22 customer reviews...
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